THE BLADE’S BLESSING

LEAD CHARACTERS
BRIGIT
The Queen of Fire and an ancient spirit of Creativity and Craft, Brigit is proud of her work and proud in general. She is
skilled with her hands and with magic, wielding both to create mighty artifacts that can make or break a Ruler. She is a
friend to mortals and very discerning about who receives her relics.
MORGANA
Morgana never believes that they got enough in life or that it was particularly fair to them. Uther killed their father and
stole their mother, leaving them behind and unrecognized. Instead of trying to better the world to prevent it from
happening to anyone else, they have become hot-headed and cruel; grab-bing for everything they can get in hopes of
amassing power and prestige. They never forget an insult.
THE ERLKING
Ancient and arrogant, The Erlking is one of the great powers in the Unseen Realm and takes great enjoyment in their
dominion over mankind. Predatory in nature, the Erlking has hunted and harassed lowly travelers and high lords alike
since time immemorial. Though incredibly malicious and mock-ing, they do have a head for strategy and so are happy to
play the game of friendship with Morgana if it means ensuring their revenge against the Pendragons.
ARTHUR PENDRAGON
Arthur is the heir of Camelot and son of Uther Pendragon. He’s deeply dedicated to stabilizing the kingdom in the wake
of his father’s death. His people are his chief concern, often to the detriment of his own sense and safety. He’s a little green
and still learning just how dark the world can be, so he’s very lucky he has good, dependable friends at his side to keep him
standing tall.
GUINEVERE
The daughter of King Leodegrance and princess of Cameliard, Guinevere grew up alongside Arthur. Her father, while a
supporter of Uther Pendragon during the man’s life, was one of the first to swear fealty to Arthur once Uther was killed.
Guinevere is well-trained in the art of combat and courtly grace…though she seems to have absorbed more of the former
than the latter. She is outspoken, blunt, and has absolute faith in her friend, Arthur.

